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PREFACE 
The -expenimental work of this thesis research project was per-
formed under- the Agricultural Engineering Department, Oklah9ma A & M 
College, as a part of the irrigation research of the Oklahoma Agri-
cultural Experiment Station. The soil moisture study method was used 
to determine the transpiration and consumptive use of corn, grain 
sorghum,, and forage sorghum throughout the growing season f or central 
Oklahoma. 
The results presented herein will permit more efficient irrigation 
sys~em design and will be beneficial in improving irrigation management 
prac~ices for obtaining optimum yields of the crops studied. The 
transpiration data presented may be used directly in irrigation system 
design by the application of an irrigation efficiency factor. 
This experimental work was conducted on the Oklahoma Livestock 
Experiment Station, Fort Reno. I am very grateful to Dwight F. Stephens 
Superintendent of Station, for his personal assistance and for making 
available the experimental area and the facilities and equipment of 
the Station. 
Appreciation is extended to my thesis adviser, James E. Garton, 
Assistant Professor Irrigation, for his assistance in planning and 
conducting the experiment and for his suggestions during the data 
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I o INTRODUCTION 
The availability of water to crops is one of the primary limiting 
factors in agricultural productiono The science of irrigation has been 
developed to supply and control this very variable factor. Many areas 
in this country depend solely on irrigation for agricultural production; 
other areas need irrigation to supplement rainfall. Several of the 
irrigated valleys of the West do not have an adequate water supply. 
Where irrigation water is supplied from ground water, receding water 
tables are causing alarm and are increasing irrigation costso In our 
increasing use of irrigation to meet the growing_demand for food, good· 
utilization of our limited water supply is increasing in importanceo 
In the normal process of growth, plants transpire water into the 
atmosphere and utilize it in the development of plant tissueo Some 
water evaporates directly from the soil into the atmosphere. The total 
utilized in transpiration, in building plant tis~ue, and that evapo-
rated from the adjacent soil or from rainfall intercepted by plant 
foliage is called consumptive use • 
.A knowledge of the consumptive use of water by crops is of primary 
importance in any irrigated agricultural enterprise. The design of an 
economical and functional irrigation system to obtain optimum yields 
depends on the consumptive use of water. The practical problem of 
when to irrigate also basically depends on the rate of consumptive use. 
In designing an irrigation system and developing management practices 
for optimum yields, the pattern of consumptive use over the growing 
season must be known. Consumptive use varies quite widely with the 
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stage of maturity qf the crop, the type of crop grown, and variation 
in climatic factors during the growing season. For an economical and 
a.dequate design, the peak consumptive use., when it occurs during the 
growing season, and the seasonal consumptive use must be known for each 
crop. 
A knowledge of consumptive use can be very useful in solving the 
problem of scheduling irrigations. Very frequently a considerable 
reduction in yield results from failing to irrigate soon enough. The 
physiological nature of some plants is such that a moisture stress in 
the plant results in serious damage. The results from the tests on 
corn in this experiment illustrate the serious reduction in yield that 
can re,sult from plant moisture stress. 
Over irrigation may also damage the plants. Maintaining a high 
soil moisture level may result in depressed yields. The disadvantage 
of over irrigation is not usually depressed yields, however, but is a 
reduction in net returns due to the uneconomical use of water. Where 
the availa.bili ty of water is limited and the area that can be irri-
gated relatively unlimited, a knowledge of the variation of consumptive 
use with yield will permit the selection of a consumptive use level 
that will irrigate the optimum acreage for the greatest net return. 
Considerable work is being done in many states to determine con-
sumptive use by the use of climatic factors in an empirical relation-
ship. Since soil moisture studies, as used in this experiment, are 
the most accurate method of determining consumptive use, they are 
valuable for developing and improving the accuracy of the empirical 
method .. 
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To insure that water stored in the soil is readily available to 
the plants, the depth of the soil from which the crop withdraws most of 
its water must be known for each crop. Previous work has indicated that 
moisture is not extracted uniformly throughout the plant root zone. 
When the 13.vailable soil moisture is extracted .from part of the root 
zone profile, the plants will not be able to extract sufficient moisture 
from the remaining portion to maintain optimum growth during periods 
of maximum usage. A moisture stress develops which permits the plants 
to live for some time but severely retards their growth. Soil moisture 
extraction patterns are desirable, therefore, fpr determining the 
consumptive use for optimum yields. 
II. OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this research project were as follows: 
1. Determine the transpiration and consumptive use of water by corn, 
grain sorghum, and forage sorghum for optimum yields in central 
Oklahoma, 1954, by the soil moisture study method. 
ao Determine the seasonal transpiration pattern. 
bo Determine the peak average daily transpiration between 
irrigations. 
c. Determine the peak monthly transpiration. 
d. Determine the seasonal transpiration. 
e. Determine the seasonal consumptive use. 
2o Determine the effect of doubling the recommended rate of nitrogen 
application on the yield of ea.ch cropo 
3o Determine the soil moisture extraction pattern for each crop. 
4 
IIIo LITERATURE CITED 
Definition of Terms 
The terms used in this report were defined by Young22 as follows: 
Irrigation Requirement; The quantity of water, exclusive of pre-
cipitation, that is required for crop production. It includes surface 
evaporation and other economically unavoidable wastes. Usually expressed 
in depth for any given time (volume per unit area for given time)o 
Water Requirement: The quantity of water, regardless of its source, 
required by a crop in a given period of time, for its normal growth under 
field conditions. It includes surface evaporation and other economically 
unavoidable wasteso Usually expressed as depth (vl_9.ume per unit area) 
for a given timeo 
Consumptive Use (evapo-transpiration): The sum of the volumes of 
water used by the vegetative growth of a given area in transpiration 
and building of plant tissue and that evaporated from adjacent soil or 
intercepted precipitation on the area in any specified time, divided by 
the given area. The consumptive use may be expressed in acre-inches 
per acre or depth in inches, or acre-feet per acre or depth in feet. 
Transpiration: The quantity of water absorbed by the crop that is 
transpired and used directly in the building of plant tissue in a spec-
ified time. It does not include soil evaporation. It is expressed as 
acre-feet or acre-inches per acre or as depth in feet or inches. 
Field Capacity: The moisture percentage, on a dry weight basis, 
or a soil after rapid drainage has taken place following an application 
5 
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of water. This moisture percentage is reached approximately two days 
after irrigation. 
Permanent Wilting Point: The moisture content of the soil at which 
the plants wilt and do not recover unless water is added. It is ex-
pressed as percentage of moisture based on the oven-dry weight of the 
soil. 
Available Moisture: The quantity of water in the soil that is 
available for plant use, as limited by the field capacity and the perma-
ment wilting percentage. It is expressed as percentage of the dry 
weight of the soil or as depth of water in inches per foot depth of 
soil. 
Moisture Percentage: The percentage of moisture in the soil based 
on the weight of the oven-dry material. 
Apparent Specific Gravity (volume weight): The ratio of the weight 
of a. unit volume of oven-dry soil of undisturbed structure to that of 
an equal volume of water, under standard conditions. 
Real Specific Gravity: The ratio of the weight of a single soil 
particle to the weight of a volume of water equal in volume to the 
particle of soil. 
Soil Moisture: The water in unsaturated soil. It is expressed 
as a percentage on a dry weight basis, or in inches per foot depth of 
soil. 
Factors Affecting Consumptive Use 
Many factors operate singly or in combination to influence the 
amount of water consumed by plants. These factors are not necessarily 
constant but may fluctuate from year to year as well as from place to 
7 
place. The , .. rate of consumptive use of water primarily. depends, upon 
the climate,· soil moisture supply, vegetation, and irrigation praetice·s. 
A swnmary of, these conditions affectiner·consumptive use, reported by 
Israelsen14 are as" follows: 
The factors included ih climate that particularly affect..cons'l:lfllpt-
ive use are .precipitation, temperature,·· humidity, wind movement, a.ad, 
length of &rowing season. The relative humidity decreases with an-. 
increase in temperature),increasing the rate of evaporation.and trans.,. 
piration. Vcery low temperatures may retard plant development .ancl 
very high temperatures. may cause dormancy. Hot, dry·. winds, frequently 
cause periods oL high consumptive use in the. Southwest~. 
Transpiration depends upon the available soil moisture supply. 
If the transpiration from the leaves exceed the rate of absorption by 
the roots, wilting occurs and the plant growth is impeded. In clay 
soils the available soil moisture may not move through the.soil fast 
enough to supply the optimum plant needs. The other extreme can exist 
when excessive transpiration may not convey sufficient plant fo.od. inte· 
the plant for norm~l metabolism to most efficiently utiliz.e, thtihm@ist.,. 
ure. Evaporation from the soil surface may be high if the surface- is 
wet or if capillary water is moving to the surface from a high ground 
water table. 
Vegetat.ive factors affecting consumptive use include th.e, type· of 
vegetation, .the nature and density of its foliage, and the, stage,, of 
development ,,of the plants. As the leaf area of plants enlarges., ... tne,. 
consumptive use increases and reaches a maximum as the plants.· appr-0ach 
maturity. The consumptive use drops rapidly as maturity proceeds and 
the function of the plant is transferred from growth to processes of 
ripening and reproductive dev~lopment. 
' ' 
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Irrigation factors that influence consumptive use,are the field 
irrigation layout, preparation of the field for applicati0ri, · conveyance 
of water, and the method of water application, Plant diseases and 
pests may reduce consumptive use by inhibiting plant growth. Noxious 
weeds may affect consumptive use by increasing the foliage density or 
by reducing the area irrigated if crops cannot be grown on infested 
areas. 
Methods of Determining Consumptive Use 
Israelsen14 lists the principal methods of determining the amount 
of water consumed bj•· agricultural crops and natural vegetation. as 
follows: tank and lysimeter experiments, field experimental plots, 
soil moisture studies, analysis of climatological data, integration 
method, and inflow-outflow for large areas, Most of the vwrk, that 
has been done in determining consumptive use has been with field exper-
imental plots. 
A common method used to determine the consumptive use of water is 
to grow' the plants in lysimeters or tanks and measure the quantity of 
water necessary to maintain satisfactory growth.o The tanks. a\I'e. com--.. 
monly 2 to 3 feet in diameter and 6 feet deep. The.reliability of. 
results depends on how nearly natural conditions are reproduced, 
Artificial conditions are caused b,y the limitations of soil, size· 0f 
tank» regulation of water supply)) and sometimes environmento 
r~ield experimental plots have been used extensively in d.et-er-
mining the water requirements of crops, They are usuallymore depend.,-· 
able than measurements with tanks or lysimeters because they represent 
natural conditions and are considerably larger in areao 'l'he usual 
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procedure was to measure the. water applied. to the- p1ots at· .e,aeh· · irri-
gation and to measure any appreciable runoff. Frequently, -t.he plots 
were surrounded by borders to prevent runoff. Applications. were,-a-sttally 
small enough. to prevent appreciable deep percolation. The·· data that 
were obtained from field experimental. plots were seasonaLwater" requi-re-,. 
ments. ,.Accurate peak consumptive uses during the growing season could 
not be obtained by", this method. 
Some in.tensive soil moisture studies have been T!l·sed to determine 
the consumptive uS'e for various crops. This method is si.d.t.a.ble for 
plots or are:as where the soil is uniform and the water table will· net 
influence the root zone. This method consists of taking representativ-e· 
soil sample&,. by means of a standard soil tube before and. aft-er-- €'&Ch 
irrigation with some samples between irrigations. Samples ,·are--usually 
taken in one. foot sections of the major root zone from which the rate 
of soil moisture depletion is determined . 
. . The method of determining consumptive use by the analysis .of 
climatologic.al cl-a.ta is an empirical relationship adapted,t.o iffigat,ion 
by Blaney and Criddle21. It is expressed as U :, KF ,wnere,U is,.the 
consumptive use of the crop in inches for a: given time period, K is·. 
an empirical. coefficient, and F is the sl:il.m of the. monthly:.,conswn:p,t-iLv-e 
use factors .,£or th~ period, ( sum of the products of mean .monthly,Ai,ern~ 
perature and monthly percent of annual daytime hours). . This, me-tho~· 
has come into extensive use recently in many states. Measure-d. consump,t ..... 
ive use studies permit a ,more,. accurate d~termination of .. the--e.mpirica.-l 
' coefficient K. From the measured consumptive use determinations,, in. 
one area, the consumptive use iri another area may be estimated by this 
method. 
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The integration and the inflow-outflow methods have been used to 
determine the consumptive use of large irrigated valleys~ The inter-
gration method determines a weighted consumptive use from the consump-
tive uses of the component areas of the valley.. Copsumpti ve use l;)y the 
inflow-outflow method is equal to the water that f+ows into the valley 
during a 12. month period, plus the yE?arly precipitation on "tihe valley 
floor, plus the water :5,n ground storage at the beginning, of the year, 
minus the water in groµnd storage at the end of the year, minus the 
yearly outflowo 
Consumptive Use of Eter J2l Corn 
The first work reported on the water requirements of corn was by 
Bloodgood and Curry5 of experiments in the Mesi1la Valleyjl New Mexicoo 
They found that in tests on seven fields~ the water requirement for 
maximum yie1ds was 30 :i.ncheso The growing sea,son was r~ported :as 120 
days which would result fo an average da:tly requ.i1:-ement of Oo25 :lnches 
of water for the growing season. 
Hemphi1113 in a study of the irrigation T"equlrements of corn in 
South Texas reported that tht, water requirement,s· for optimum yield were 
in the range of 15 to 20 incheso A similar requirement of 17 inches 
was reported by Fortier? for corn grown at Hays, Kansas in 1904. 
The first extensive experimentation to determine the water require~ 
ments of corn was done by Beckett and Huberty2 at Da-,ris 9 Californ:l.ao 
Indian corn for silage was tested under four to seven water treatments 
between 1910 and 19.22" A summary of' their results ls given in Table 1. 
All the water requirements for the Indian corn at Davisj California, 
were determined on non ... i·eplfoa.ted plots with the exception of the 1922 
experiment which was in three repl.:i.c ates. 
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Brown6 reported the water requirement.s of ~ern on peat lafl:ds· in 
the Sacramento-San . .J9aquin Delta. Bothfielci plots and-evape-t:ransyai-
ration tank studies were used. The water requirement,for the.field 
plots was determined to be 28 .4 inches. The cons~mptive use determined 
from the tank stu~·ies was 43.8 inches. 
Staff or.ct.21 reported that. the ma~im~ mo.r.i.tl:rly wat111,r re,qu-ireHlenti. for 
corn in the «Sacramento..,..San Joaquin Water Su-pervision. area was 10·.2 · 
inches. The .. average daily reG!uirement for the peak month was 0,.34 
inches per r;iay •. _ Th.e. total se!!l:·sonal use wasreportedto-be29·,2 inches •. 
Pittman -and, Stewart 18 reporte.Q on twenty-eight year-s of irrigation 
experimentation .. near Logan Utah, 1902-29 •.. Several years of corn·exper-
imentation nesulted in optimum.yields from .. the. application of 20,.t.o 
30 inches of:- water. The yields were somewhat depressed by .the appli-
cation of m@.re tha:n 30 inchest 
Fortier. and Youngs reported the. water requ.ire.ments ql)f corn ,:,f;or. 
five years of experimentation at Mercedes, Texas... A. s1.unmary from 42 
tests indicated the range for optimum water requirements to ,be from 
17.2 to 23.9 inches. 
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Extensive evapo-t ranspi:ration- taillk .test.a, :we-:J?e--,p&rfennea., ·en· ·c·o'.t'h 
by Fortier and .Young9 .at. Dav:is., Cali:forru.a.,. 1927-28-. The"'··result:.s ·fTem, 
21 tests inciieated. that. the. average- water. requi.rement,.w-a&·49·.-b··inche·s·, 
This requirement wasi,more than corn used. under field·· eonditioo-s-- in"'&tihe-r 
areas. The .water requirement for corn silage for . the same locat:i~n -was 
23 inches • 
. Singlet.on. 20 reported that .. at-Prosser., .Was.hingtoa, ,,the-,av=e-ra-ge·· 
. , 
irrigation water req~irement. for .corn, in-c.luding, .. f.a,rm,,t,rassfl)oT·tation·, 
runoff, and ~Qeep. percolation losses, was-- slightly ... l_e,ss.,,than 30 .. ,inches·". 
The average .. rainftail during the,i.growing season .. w.as.,.no.t. report.ed •.. 
Scofield and Orland&it-9 repo·rted tlrae wate~<-·input~: requireme11t. for: 
corn at the .United States Scotts Bluff Field Station in ·Nebraska:, 1941 ..... 
44. The water input for each year, along with the avera-ge .. dail:r -re-
quirement ov;er the growing season, is presented in 'table·2, Onewater 
treatment :1 selected to maintain an adaquatf;l soil moisture 1eve1l' :was 
used in two .to six replicates. 
Table 2 •. Average daily water :requirement for corn, United States 
Scotts Bluff Field Station, Nebraska, 1941=44, ' 
Growing Season Water Input·:f Average Daily Requiremen 
Year Days Inches Inches 
1941 136 20.3 O .15 
1942 128 26.4 0.21 
1943 156 14.8 0.10 
1944 149 17.8 0.12 
-~ Water input was defined as the water application minus runoff plus 
rainfall, 
t 
Barrett and Milligan1 reported the seasonal tral'l.spiratioR" am} .. eon ... . , 
sumptive use' of corn by the soil moistu:re depleti0n meth:ect. ... for the 
·, 
Ashley and Ferron Valleys, Utah, 1948-50, The results, including -the 
13 
average daily transpiration, is reported in TaM:e 3, 'fhe average daily 
transpiration of corn grown in the Ashiey Valley, for the three y-ea-r 
period was O, 136 inches, This transpiratiop rate,, compares with 0.145 
inches for corn grown in the Ferron Valley over a two year period, 
Table 3. Transpiration" and consumptive use, determined by the soil 
moisture depletion method,, Colorado river investigations, 
Utah, 1948-50. . 
Growing Seasonal Seasonal Average Daily 
Year Season Transpiration Consumptive Use-::- Transpiration 
Days Inches ·Inches Inches 
Ashley Valley 
1948 102 17.2 20.4 .169 
1949 135 19,7 23,0 ,146 
1950 138 12,8 14s6 oD93 
Ferron Valley 
1949 120 18,0 21.3 ,150 
1950 129 HLl 20,6 ,140 
t·· 
-,} Evaporation from each storm was considered to be ,30 inch for row 
crops; for each irrigation~ ,25 inch, 
Land and Carrekerl5 reported tme result.s .of',soil moisture depletion 
studies on corn at the Agricultural Experiment Station, University of 
Georgia, between June 10 and August 26, 1952~ ... ~Be maximum daily evapo-
transpiration rate was 0,28 inches; the minimum, 0,15 inches, The 
average rate of moisture depletion over the period studied was O ,22 
inches per day, 
Harroldll reported on the daily consumptive use of corn by the 
use of lysimete;tl,s, of the';.weighing monolith type, over the pe~ months 
of July and .August1, 1953, at the Coshoct0n, Ohio, Research Station:, 
Soil Conserv;ation Service, The maximumdailycti>nsumptive use·was 0.38 
inches; the minimum, 0,20 inches, The average consumptive use.for the 
two month period was approximately 0,25 inches per day, 
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Joaquin Delta., 1942-,. it?- determiningJ.cthe ... monthly and· seas-oflal, censwnpt-ive--
use of wate:n. by e-orn. The peak. motithly conswrrptive--use-·was•, iEh2 inehes-
for July, an. average·i-consumptive use .. of. Q. ..• JJ. inches- per, day·, fer· the 
month. The .. seaso~a.l consumptive use .. was .29 .2 inch-e-s··, ·· 
The consumptive. use. of .. water. by ... cor.n, calcttiated-by,the,--empirieal 
method from ... clima.tologit,al datli;a b~n6-arton and ,Cridd;Le.10, .. was 23.0 
inches for iort Reno, Oklahoma. 1he net irrigation requirement was 
calculated to be 9,2 inches. 
Consumptive Use of Water .ez Grain Sorghum 
Marrl6 --reporteGi the- wateri,requirement. for Dwarf. Mile· gra-i.n se•rghum, 
in the Salt ,River Valley of Arizona was.27,.-3 inches- for ma:K:imum yield. 
The average water•, requirement:. for 21 fields. tested. was .. 25., .· -inches . 
Bechett,;1; . .and H\:tli>ertyl reported..the.seaso.ir1al.wa.te:r·-:requi,:reme-ats-·fM" 
Dwarf Milo :K0r a four ysar period. .. int the Sacramento a-ne,San Jo-aqu.in 
Valleys of California. A supirnary of their results is given in Table 4. 
Table 4. Water requirements for dwarf milo in the Sacramento and San 







Water Requirements .fo..r 






Fortier 7 reported the .. water requirements .. of,-... the ~'.Fid and semiarid 
lands of the Missouri·, and Arkansas Rive!!,Basins. The wate'f''"·Fe~ui-re.,,,. 
ment of Kafir corn was 21 inches near Lawton, Oklahoma, in 1919. The 
\. 
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water requir.ement was determined to be .. 18 .iru:he-s .at .. Ha;rs·, · Kansas, 1904. 
This water requirement. corresponde.d .. l.ilrlosely'•,,to. the•, 17 inehe·s de-termined-
from similar- tests near Garden City, Kansas. The-.. '.r'EH,J1ia.irement for· Garden· 
City increased to 30 inches in 1916. The wa-ter requirement for Sumac 
:, 
sorghum at the same location. in 1916 was also determined· to··e>e"·:39· inef'les. 
Fortie1:1 and Youni~ rep~rted the seasonal--:w.at'Elr· req-uiremtmts of 
I ' I . 
the arid and semi.,..arid lands. of. the. Southwest-. . A summary of 16· -t-ests 
on Kafir coFn, determined- a range .. in .. the ... water re·~uirementfl· from l5 .8 
to 18.5 inch.es for maximum yield. In 35-tests -with MilogFaifl·serghwn, 
the optimum .. water.,·requirements varied .. from 11.5 .. to 20 .• 0. inche·s. 
The most comprehensive experimentation .. t.o .. deteermine .. tht•i·We,ter. · 
requirements .... of grain sorghum,wQ-s :perfonied by,Mcll©we-nl7".-ever··a·five 
year period ·,in the Wichita Valley of. Texas, Eight .. water treatments 
were used on,. replicated field plots., .. 1/22 .. acre in siz.e .,.. 'l'he· eptim:too,, 
range of wat.er requirement.s. fo.r. .. the">,years, 1932 to, 1.9:3.6,d.nelus.i;v,e .... ,are· · 
presented ill, 'I',able. 5.~- .. The. .. gr,a~ .... s..o,r,ghJJm,.ba.c.ame-,..,do,rmarat:;,in .. ;1:9,3,6..,::0e,e,ause. 
of extremely",clear,_,,hot, .. dr.y,,..:wea.the-r .a.cc0mpanied·· by· ·1ow .. , .. h,um:icli1;yj ····ex-
cessive evaparation, and an occasional hot wind. The-variety· te-sted, 
ijegari, did-not respond favorably taui1der these, ab110rmal.·.,climatic and ... 
seasonal influE,lnces~. The. optul:'wn ... wat.e.!ll',rrequ.i:remen,t-, fer conditions 
I . . . 
prevailing in the~'lichita Valley was repo1?t.ed to be· 38- to,:39.· iflches, · 
The con:sumpti ve use. of water b.y grain SGrghum,:, 'ca-lc-ufated oy the,,, 
empirical method from climat@logi~al dat,a by Garte.)l>,,.and · Cridd1el0,. w-a-s-
23 .0 inches ,for Fort Reno, Oklah9ma. The net irrigation requirement 
was calculated to be 9.2 inches. 
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Table 5. Water requirements for grain. sorghum in the INich.ita VaHey 
of Texas, 193,2.,.36, 
Water Requirements for 
Year Optimum Yield 
Inches 
1932 23.6 to 32 ,,6, 
1933 27.6 to 33,h, 
1934 30.8 
1935 33.3 to 37,3 
1936 51.8 
Q__onsumptive Use of Water £,Y Forage Sorghum 
The on1y data located .... o.rn,the ..... wate.r .. re:qui:t1t:Hnent ,of. f,e:rag€•""serghum 
were reportelfl'• by Fol"tier and Yt!>m.ng8 on so:rghurn· hay grown at the .. New 
Mexico Experiment Station. In 1915,. the sea.sG.H1a1 .. wate;r requirement· 
was 35 inches f'or sorghum hay grown on fine sandy:,, loam soil. Irrigatiotl'' 
water was applied. for. the months of, April through, August. The peak 
' ' (' 
monthly application wll!.s 11. 5 inches in ./\ugust,, a daily rate of ©"~37 
inche.s. The,. minimum application was 6. 1 inches in July, a daily rate 
of 0.20 inches. 
III. · PROCEDURE 
Location of Experimental Area 
The Fort Reno Livestock Experiment"Statioa.,,,Qk-L-aae.ma·l··Was select·ed 
for the locailid..on of the experimental plots .•. , -The . .plotswe,re·,loeated on 
Canadian fine sandy loam soil, underlain by a clay subsoih'.·Whieh 'V'a·ried · 
in depth from 2l feet under whe corn plots to 3i· feet,,under the forage 
sorghum plot.s. Uniform plots were select.ed .... f.rom,e,aeh ,&f, th-e···three·" 
c:rops, corn, grain sorghum, and forage sorghum, grown on a .newly irri-
gated, 30 acre field. 
Equipment Used 
Irrigat.ion ... water. wa~ pumpe.cL.f'J::'om ... a,w.e.ll,,.,p,iped to t:.he 'P'±G>,t• ,a:r.ea 
in sprinkler main line. pi~, and app.lied, .. to., ... tlie,,.:furrc0w,s,,,,b'Y"'·t,he··U·$€"oi' 
gated pipe •.. An orifice plate flow meter and reeort!ler weFe· us~4 _to 
measure and record the rate of flow. A. gate.valve,.@nthe,pump.dis-,,., 
charge was used. to regulate the flow • The e,lect,:ric JI!Qt~a? a·t:Hl pump, . 
unit, orifice plate fl©w meter. an(!}.,., recorder, .and ~ate·,va,1:v;e, are· illus...-· 
fall. Moisture samples were taken by .the. use of a -s-tandard ,soil sam~ 
pling tube and a post-hole auger sampl&r. Appar-eat Sf}eeifte•grav.ity 
samples were, ... taken witlr a Pomona soil sampler. Mais ture sampl'f:l;S Were 
dried in an electric oven. 
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Figure 1. Electric motor and pump unit, orifice plate flow meter and 
recorder, and flow regulating gate valve. 
Plot Layout and Treatments Used 
The plots were laid out in a randomized block, split-plot st-a-tis-
tical design to permit statistical analysis of the yield. Six row main 
plots and 3 row sub-plots, 100 feet long, were selected for the corn . 
Eight row main plots and 4 row sub-plot s , 100 feet long, ~€re selected . 
for the grain and fo rage sorghum. This size of sorghnm plots was 
selected because of i ts adaptability to the stand . Variability in 
stand between rows resulted from poor adjustment of the 4 row , planter. 
One outside planter gave a good uniform stand. The selection of 8 
row plots permitted two uniform rows of good stand to be in the cente r 
of each main plot for yield sampling. 
Four water treatments were used on· each crop to determine the 
optimum consumptive use. The t re at ments were as follows : 
Tl= No irrigatio~-water applied 
T2 = Apply water after plants wilt one week 
T3 = Apply wster at t he beginning of the wilti~g stage 
T4 = Maintain soil moisture above 25 percent of available 
moisture. 
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1'he water treatments were the m.aln plot treatments., Three replicates 
were selected and blocked in the layouto Treatments were randomized 
within each blocko 
Two levels of nitrogen were selected as the sub-plot fertility 
treatments. The two treatments were as follows~ 
F' Si.ngle side dressing of nitrogen 1 
Corm r:·o 1/. I A :J J'r/,,cre, 10# at planting plus 40# side dressingj) 
Grain and Forage Sorghum: 25#/Acre 
F2 Double side dressing of nHrogen 
Corn: 90#/Acre, lOP at plant;ing plus 80//: side dressing~ 
Grain and Forage Sorghum: 50///Acre o 
The nitrogen rates were recommended from a soil analysis of the field 
by the Soils Department, A & M College" The fertility sub,=plots were 
randomized within each main plot" 
Gr..£E Mana~ment Procedure 
The corn was planted the f'lrst; week in May; the grain and forage 
sorghum, June l.L The corn variety planted was Lincoln lOJ hybred Q 1~en 
pound of nitrogen per acre was dri11ed with the corn at plantingo Sugar 
Drip forage sorghum and Dwarf kaf'ir 41+=1!.~ g:raln sorghum Yarieties were 
plantedo 
The stand of the corn was approximat(1 ly 11, 500 stalks per acre" 
The average stalk spacing was 15.7 inchesu Irrlgated corn on productive 
soil frequently is planted to a stand of 16J>OOO to 18J>OOO stalks per 
acreo The corn was side dressed with ammonium nitrate July 6; the sor-
ghums 1 July 2L All crops received two cultivations. ,Some choppl.ng 
and one spraying were necessary to keep the s,orghum plot,s free of weeds. 
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Irrigation Procedure 
Irrigation water was applied to the plots through gated · pipe. 
Furrow irrigation was used with borders built around each plot. The 
use of the gated pipe for furrow irrigation is illustrated in Figure 2. 
Figure 2. Furrow irrigation with gated pipe. 
All the water was held on the plots, except for minor los ses that 
occasiona l ly occured as a result of breakovers. Four inch applications 
were used on the .corn plots; three inch, on the sorghum . plots.. The 
application rate was selected as one inch per hour. The infiltration 
rate was approximately 0.3 inch per hour. This application rate was 
selected to minimize the time required to remove the irrigation system 
from field use and to permit the meter·· recorder to operate in a more 
accurate reading range. Due to the slope of the, plots, uniform water 
penetration over the entire plot area was not obtained. 
When to irrigate was de~ermined by comparing the soil moi£ture 
percentage of the top foot of soil depth with the wilting point. The 
wilting point, determined by soil moisture sampling when the plants 
were in the wilt stage, was found to range from 7.5 to 8.5%, 
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Soil ,Samplinf; Procedure 
The transpiration data for each crop were calcmlated from eon-
secutive soil moisture samplings. Samples were taken before· irrigation, 
the second day after irrigation at which time the soil had approx-
imately reached field capacity, and the third and fourth day afte·r 
irrigation. Additional samples were taken between the fourth day and 
prior to the next application as time permitted. 
The center replicate was selected as representative of' the plet. 
area for soil moisture sampling. Three sites were selected o.Q .... each 
plot. Profile samples were taken with a soil tube sampler .at .. or,,e foot. 
intervals to a depth of three feet at each site. Three feet. was se.,,. 
lected as the feeder root depth for moisture extraction •... Gra;,r~ lists 
the feeder root depth for corn and grain sorghum as 2i feet.. Three·· 
sites were located along the center two rows of the main plots at 
approximately 30, 55, and 75 feet from the headwater end. Consecutive 
samples were.:- taken 6 to 8 inches apart along the. row for the. sorghums.· 
Since the average corn spacing v1as 15. 7 inches, care was taken in 
selecting the sample locations approximately the•same distance.fr©m 
the stalk along the row each time. The site locations were.0ffset 
approximately 5 feet from the center of the headwater center,,. and 
tailwater third of the plot length in the direction of the. tailwat.e,r 
end. 'I'his offset was selected to minimize the effeet of uAequal app·li,.. 
cation due to the slope of the plots" Yield samples were offset the 
same distance from plot centers,' 
1 Alfred S. Gray. . Sprinkler Irrigation Handbook, 4th, Edition. 
( Glendora, Calfornia, 1952). p. 22. 
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Standard labo·ratory proeedUc:re·· was-, use~~. to · deteTm:i:ne·0 ·t:l:le-·•me·i:s·t<111"e·, 
content of the soil samples. :$a ch sampie was weigh:eaL aaEl,.,.driett·,ia-~ .. att" 
electric oven at 105-110° C. for !:'•·minimum of eight ho-urs .. ·-a:nd··-the··dry·· 
weights determined. The water content of the samples were expressed as 
percentage of oven•·· dry weight. 
The undisturbed core samples for the apparent specific gravity•'·. 
determinati~ns were taken with a Pomona soil sampler .... Th.re~ sampl.es· 
were taken at approximately the center of eaclll·• foot depth of soil 
sampled for .. each crop location. The re.al specific gravity-.was,,.dete·r-.. 
· mined by the .. use of a 150 ml. pycnometer bottle. A sl.lmmary:,_0f, the· 
specific gra:vity values, along with calculated and.,e.s.t.im.atei@i ....... va.l\les-0:f' 
field capacity and wilting point,are given in Table 22 of the appendix. 
Crop Yield Sampling Procedure 
Fifty feet of row were' sampled for yield from each. corn sab-~-ot· 
on August 25·, Samples were shelled and-·weighed to the nearest·· !··ew'lee·· 
on small lever balances. Yields were calculated in bushels-, pe,r,., acf'e·, 
The moisture cor:tent of•the grain was reasonably low at the., time¥. ,0.f 
sampling. In addition to the yield, the stand and ear count.were 
taken. 
Tw~nty five feet of row were,, sampled for yield from- eaeh-- forage-
sorghum sub-plot on September 11. The forage samples. were, w.eighed- ofl: 
large platform scales to the•nearest ! pound and yields. calculated--,in, · 
tons per acre. A representative forage moisture sample was .. tak:en,., .. froliih 
each treatmant from which the moisture content, wet. weigh.t,~,ba.sis.,, .. ,:v,,a.s .. 
determined by oven drying under standard conditions. Yieicls were 
adjusted to a standard moisture content of 72%. 
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The grain· ·sorghum heads ?rere harvesteti" from· 25 · feet- o.f · roT11r., frem-
each sub-plot on October 17. The samples were air dried· for app:l!'o-,(-
imately two weeks to reduce and equalize the moisture· conte.r,it~ef,. the 
grain before threshing,,. The heads we-rei,··b'hreshed by e."':plot Ui.re·sher 
from the Agronomy Farm, A & M College. The threshed grain waa" si:ev€d 
through screens to eliminate trash. Samples were weighed .to-.,.the,-near-
est O .01 pound and yields calculated in bushels per acre. 
Procedure for Calculations 
The bas.ic fonnula·u.sed in the transpiration calculations is given 
as follows: 
d = p As D 
100 
where d = depth of soil moisture depletion in inches, 
P = difference in percent of soil moisture between two deter-
minations, 
As= apparent specific gravity of the soil, and 
D = depth of soil sampled in inches. 
The average daily transpiration rate between irrigations ,was, .. 
determined frem each foot of soil for .the three foot root .. zone .dept.h,.. 
This transpiration rate was taken as the average rate.of.so.iiLmois.ture-
depletion between the third day after·, application. to_ prior .. to, th.e.,, 
following application. A small amount of evaporation my be. in~lu.aed.., 
however it is believed to be negligible. Initial soil. mois't,ure,.s-amp.les 
at the beginning of the growing season for the sorghums .. and ... at .. harv:est . 
for all crops were taken to determine the transpiration rate .p:dor .. t.-0. 
the initial irrigation and between the last irrigation and harv:e-st •. 
The apparent specific gravities determined for the surface foot 
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were high as,,·a result of a zone of•', compaction at. plow deptl:l ·and, .there-
fore, were not used. The average values for the seeoB.El · foet we·r>e used 
to represent the first two feet of soil depth for transpiration cal-
culations, 
Acco'rding to studies by Veihmeyer23 and Hastingsl2, the ma.X:imum 
evaporation per storm for row crop irrigation is 0,3 inch. Incal-
culating the transpiration, the effective rainfall over 0.3 inch was 
added to the transpiration from the·surface foot of soil for the·period 
in which it occured, The seasonal transpiration was determined by 
adding the transpiration for all periods, 
The seasonal consumptive use for the grairl and forage sorghum,.was 
determined by adding the total rainfall dur:i.ng the growing season,and 
the differential soil moisture for the root zone depth between U1e 
beginning and the end of the growing season to the total inches of 
irrigation water applied. 
A difficulty arose in determining the seasonal transpiratioN,and· 
consumptive .. use of.corn because no soil moisture samples were,t&ken to 
cover the period from planting in the first week in May until Jtrn.e ·. 17. 
The moisture use prior to the first irrigation" on July l was from .. s0H 
moisture stored f:rom rainfall in April, May, and Jun-e. The, t.otaL.rain-
fall for this period was 8. 63. inches, Eighty percent of this rainfall, 
6,91 inches, was assumed available to the crop. Since 3.34 :i:nches, 
inches of transpiration was measured from June 17 to July 1, the· re"" 
mainder of the 6,91. inches, 3,57 inches, was used from Mayl5 to June 
17, The total rainfall for this period, the amount ofirrigatioFJ.,in 
inches, and the differential soil moisture for the root zone depth in 
inches between initial sampling and harvest were added to determine the 
consumptive use. 
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The yields we;re analyzed statistically for- each. crop··· ace0:rding·to 
the standard analysis procedure·, A covariance· analysis· was·· run· on· ·the 
corn yields .. for adjustment of yields to a common stalk· ba-s-is·; forage 
yields uncorrected for moisture and corrected yields to 72%,mo!-sture 
were analyzed statistically for the forage sorghum. 
V. RESULTS A~D ·ANALYSI-S 
Yield, transpiration, artd Consumptive Use££!: Q.Q£!l 
The corn yields in bushels per acre f,©r the wat,er.in.d,. ferli-li.ty,, ·. 
treatments are summarized in Table 6. The yields.were,,,ana-1yzed -statis-
tically to determine the. significance of differew:e., b.etw.e.e,n ... ,t,he-,.wate-r. 
treatment anEh the fertility treatment means and the;i:r in.tel:'a,ction-. 
Since the st.and was somewhat variable, a cov~riance . a.nalysis,,,wa-s-,. as-ea. ·· 
to adjust th&~ yield for stand. This analysis is. presenteGl·,,,i:A .. ·T--&e>±.,e·r-·7"• 
The difference in the, mean yield for water treatmeats,1was,,,higla±y'"'·sig-· 
nificant to .,,the .001 probability level. . The .. fert.ility .. tre-at.meRt.s,, and· · 
the interact.ion of the water and fertility treatment.a .. wae;pe-,,·aot .. -eigni:f:..,. 
icant. The ... .applic.ation of 90 pounds. of.,.nitr.oge.n .... per. ... a,c.re.,, .. did,.,,fi..©,t,:e,sig,,,. 
nificantly increase the yields over the application o.f.,~O poands per 
acre. 
The confidence limits for the difference betwe-en,.th.e, .. w.a.ter,,treat,;.. 
ment means to the .05 probability· level are presented in, Taa-1e-S. These 
limits indfoate that T 4 is the water treatment fex•,e,ptimWR; yield-.,., - Since· 
the limits for the dif-ference between 'I'4 and T3 do not. ~looe ... ze-ro,as·· · 
a value, T 4 ~is signH'-icantly different from. T3 .t.o. th.e ... ·•:°"5,.1a.r.G1b-a.bi1.ity 
level. Table 9 gives the standard error for means,. s.t-andars..".e'.t'iPer.for 
difference between means, and coefficient of variation for water treat-
ments. 
The total eorn yields'11·from 50 feet of row sample.d,.a:ire,--illastPated·· 
in Figure 3.i A difference can be noted in. the guantity: .. eJ.' .. ,y;Le.;Ld.,,uad 
the ear size between water treatments. The appearance of the plots 
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Table 6. Corn yields in bushels per acre. 




Tl T2 ~3 T4 -Means Means. 
Fl ! o.o 23.5 48.5 68.0 35-.n .. 35,,.L 
F2 I o.o 27.8 48.6 69.4 36.4 36.3 I, 
i I 
Means 6.o 25.6 48.6 68.7 35.7 
Adjusted 
Means 1.9 25,5 48,1 67.4 
Irrigation 
Water Applied 
Inches o.o 8.0 12.0 16.0 
Table 7. Covariance analysis of yield against stand for corn. 




Water treatme·nts 3 3,412.94 2Q4.7', .001 
V 
Main plot err©r 5 16.67 
Sub-plots 1/'I•',, ., 
Fertility treatments;,,, 1 8,48 < 1.0 ....... ,. 
Water x Fert. interaction 3 -3.25 <LO -
Sub-plot error 7 12.97 
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Table 8. Confidence limits for the difference between water treat-
ment means to the .05 probability level. i 
Forage Forage 
Treatment Grain Sorghum Sorghum 
Comparisons Corn Sorghum Moisture (Moisture 
Uncorrected Corrected) 
T2 - Tl 21.7 to 24.5 65.2 to 86.8 16.5.to 24.5 14.1 to 21.5 
T3 - Tl 44.1 to 48.3 74,2 to 95,8 22-.7 to 30.'t · 20-. -2 . -te··· 2'{. 5 
T4 - Tl 65.1 to 69.7 74.8 to 96.4 27,2 tQ 35,2 27,7 to 35,1 
I 
' 
T3 - T2 21.0 to 24.2 -1.8 to 19.8 2.2to 10.2 ·.2.4 -to 9-~8. 
T4 - T2 40.l to 43,7 -1.2 to 20.4 6~7 to 14.7 9,9 to 17,3 
T4 - T3 17 .6 to 21.0 -10.2 to 11.4 0.4 to 8.4 2.8 to 10.2 
Table 9. Standard, error for means, ·standard. error £0.r dif.fer-ence . 
between means, and coefficients of variation for water 
treatments. 
Ferage. Forage 
Grain _sorghum Sorghum 
Statistic Corn Sorghum Moisture Moisture 
Uncorrectecd - , Corrected 
Standard Erro·l' Mean ~- 1.64 3.08 
----
l.l& 1.07 
Standard .Error Difference '2.32 4.36 1.64· 1.51 
Coefficient of Variation 10.2% 12.1% 11.1% 11.5% 
Figure 3 o Yield of corn from 50 feet of row sampledo 




near maturity is illustrated in Figure 4. The plants,in, the·'fl ple-t,s 
died before reaching maturity. The plants unde:r T2 had a, li-ght, yel-
lowish color with considerable dead leaf area. Very, little,,Eliffere:nee 
could be noted between T3 and T4 plots with appear--ed to be vigG--rous 
in growth and have,,a deep green color., 
The moisture use - yield curves,, which, includes a trans,pirati,on .,.. 
I 
yield and a eonsumptive use - yield curve, are illustratedin,Figure-5. 
The optimum seasonahtranspiration was calculated to be 22.29 inctes 
of water; the consumptive use, 26. 70 inches. The steep sl@pe· of the· 
curve indicates that maximum yi.elds were not obtained"by,the,,w,ater 
,, 
treatments used. A delay in obtaining main line. pipe,ancl,,.,c~.uplers 
caused the t,reatments to go through a, 10 day wilting-st.age, prier, to 
the first application. This period of moisture stress is,bel:tevecl,to 
be largely r-esponsible for the failure to obtain maxirnwn, yields. The·, 
large difference in yields between water treatments indicate, strongly 
that moisture stress in corn seriously reduces the yield,., For o!)timum 
yields, the .soil moisture level should be maintained,well above the 
wilting point throughout the growing season. 
The ave,rage daily transpiratiol'F curves for the, corra,, .. t;r-eatmen,ts · 
are presented in Figure 6. These curves illustrate, the rate, of tran-
spiration for each treatment throughout the growing season •. The peak. 
for both the average daily and the· peak monthly transpiration came in 
the hot, dry month of July as the plants approached maturity,~, Table 10, 
presents a summary of the transpiration and consumptive,,us.e,.,., The pe,ak 
daily rate for ,one irrigation period was calculated t0,.be .,345 incb.ces 
for optimum yields~ This rate occured for the period Ju,ly .. 12-20.. The 








Figure 4o Corn plots near maturity. Fort Reno, Oklahoma, 1954. 
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Table 10. Summary of transpiration and consumptive use of water by corn~ grain sorghumj and forage sorghumo 
Average Daily Peak 
Crop & Peak Daily Date for Peak ;;i Transpiration Monthly Seasonal Consump-
Treatment Transpiration* Transpiration for Irrigation Transpi- Transpi- tive 
Season ration** ration Use 
Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches 
Corn T4 0345 July 12 = 20 .280 9.,22 22.29 26.70 
T3 .322 July 14 - 26 .228 8.19 19.46 23.38 
T2 .194 July 1 = 20 .171 5.,44 16032 19.50 
Grain T4 .386 July 30 - Aug 7 .262 9.69 21.80 24;;32 
Sorghum 
T3 .290 Aug 20 = Sept 1 0226 8.60 18.35 21.91 
T2 .188 July 16 - Aug 7 ~182 5.66 15.04 16.40 
Forage T4 
Sorghum 
.381 July 29 - Aug 5 .330 11.61 21.74 23.68 
T3 .343 July 23 = Aug 5 .211 8.93 17037 19.29 
-
T2 .216 Aug 5 = Aug 24 .169 5.84 12.24 16.05 
* Peak daily transpiration is the peak average daily transpiration between irrigations. 





The .peak monthly rate· which occured during the month of JU:l.y:, wars·,· 9~.-22" 
inches. The seasonal transpirati:on was 22.29 inches; the-,eonsumptive 
use, 26.70 inches. The irrigation water applied fo.J?,this.ll-tre-a:"lm.en-t 
was 16 inches in three 4-inch applications. Irrigation,application, 
transpiration, and consumptive use data are given in detail in Table 
19 of the appendi~~ 
The seasonal consumptive use of 26.7 inches calculated,-for corn 
is 3.6 inches greater than the 23.0 inches determined by tne,, empirical" .. 
0 ·method from elimatological data for El Reno by Garton and Criddlel • 
The net irrig,ation requirement was 16.0 inches which. is 6.8. inche-s· 
greater that. the 9 .2 inches calculated by the empirical met.hed •. The, 
higher consw:n.ptive use than normal can be attributed to the extreme 
hot, dry growing season. 
Consumptive use and water requirement data reviewe-Ei-.ilil- ·literat-uFe 
for other sections . .of the country are very variable,·· b.ot.h .. li>iri.w.EH~n· loc,a.,--
tions and be.tween years at the same location. Since .climatic ,oeadit-i-ens· 
considerab+Y effect consumptive .use, the results of this. experimen-t e,an.,., 
not be accupately compared with results from other locations. 
Yield, Transpiration., and Consumptive Use for Grain Sorghum 
I ' 
The grain sorghum yields in bushels per acre. ft11•1r the- wat.e~'..a.nd: 
fertility treatments are summarized in Table 11. A statisticaJ.... analy ... 
sis of the yield to determine the significance of the differenee-.be .... 
tween the w.ater and fertiiity treatment means and their inte;r,actian·· is 
presented in Table l?. The difference in the mean yield fo;r.,.water, .. 
treatments was highly significant to the .001 probability.level. The 
fertility treatments and the interaction of the water and fertility 
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Tl T 2 T3 T4 Means 
-
Fl 0.89 77,4 86.2 83.'?· ,2 ... 0. · 
F2 0.96 76.4 85~6 89,3 63.1 




15~0 Inches o.o 9.0 18.0 
L• ;_, ,.:•,,, 
Table r2·l Analysis of variance of grain sorghum yields. 
' 
Source df Variarice F p 
Main plots 
Replications· 2 ,:. 
Water treatme11ts 3 10,163.67 178 .09· · .001 
•·, 
Main plot error 6 57.07 ' 
Sub-plots ~. •, 
Fertility trea.tments·rc• .. 1 .14.28 < 1.0-- -
Water x Fert. interaction 3 10.42 <LO- = 
Sub~plot error 8 25.61 
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treatments w,e,re not significant. The application of 50, p0aflds per acre 
of nitrogen ,did not significantly increase the yield over the application 
of 25 pounds per ~ere. 
The co11fidence limits for the difference between the-water treat--
ment means to the .05 probability level ,are preseI:1ted in Table,S. The 
only significant difference between treatment means was betweea Ti and 
the other three treatments. In comparing the difference between Tz:, 
T3, and r 4, ,the limits include zero as a value; thereforej they,, indicl!!tte· 
no significant difference to the,,, .05 probability level. Using .a, .10 
probability level, T3 was found to be significantly different·, from· T2, 
the limits being 0.2 to 17.8 bushels per acre. The standard,.e.rror for· 
means, standard error for. difference between means, and c0eUicie-11t. of 
variation for water treatments are presented for grain sorghum in Table 
9. 
The appearance. of the grain sorghum t.·reatme.nt plots, nea:tl,-matu,rity 
is illustrated in Figure 7,. Very little difference is noted in the·· 
appearance of T3 and T4 plots; however, a:"vast difference, in.-g,rowth and 
maturity is evident between T1 and the other treatments. , CarefuLfie!l::cl 
observation .detected a lighter green color· in T2 than in T3 and T4. 
Some lodging·also oeeured in T2 near harvest which did not occur in 
T3 and T4. 
As a result of• the statistical analysis and the appea:rance ,of the 
plots, T3 was selected,as the water treatment for optimum.yield of grain 
sorghum. Temporary wilting of the plant f©-r short periods did not sig-
nificantly reduce the yield. The flattening out of the seasonal,· tran-
spiration - yield and consumptive use - yield curves between T2 amd T4, 




Figure 7. Grain sorghum plots 
near maturity. 
T1 foreground contrasted with 
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make ~p of the grain sorghum plant permits it to withstand moisture 
tensions for short periods without incurring serious damage. 
Average daily transpiration curves for the grain sorghum treat-
ments are presented in Figure 9. These curves illustrate the rate of 
transpiration for each treatment throughout the growing season. The 
peak transpiration occured during August 20 to September 1 for T3 when 
the plant was in the heading stage. A summary of transpiration and 
consumptive use data are presented in Table lOo 
The average peak daily transpiration rate between irrigations was 
calculated to be .290 inches for optimum yields. The average daily 
rate for the irrigation season was o 226 inches. The peak monthly rate, 
calculated for August, was 8.60 inches. The seasonal transpiration was 
18.35 inches; the consumptive use, 21.91 inches. The irrigation water 
applied for this treatment was 15.0 inches in applications of J inches 
each. Irrigation application, transpiration, and consumptive use data 
are given in detail in Table 20 of the appendix. 
Yield,, .Transpiration, and Consumptive Use of Forage Sorghum 
The forage sorghum yields in tons per acre are presented both for 
the uncorrected moisture of the forage at harvest in Table 13, and for 
the moisture corrected to 72% in Table 15 (28% dry matter content, dry 
weight basis).l Since only one forage moisture sample for each treat-
ment was taken to correct for yields, the yields are presented both 
uncorrected and corrected to standard moisture content. 
A statistical analysis of the uncorrected yields to determine the 
lFrank B. Morrison, Feeds and Feeding, 21st. Edition, (Ithacha, 
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'J:able 13. Forage sorghu,m yields in tons pe:r acre, moisture cl,?Ithent 
uncorrected. 
Ferti+ity 
· 1irater Treatments Treatments 
I 
Tl. T,2 T3 T4 Means 
I 
Fl 4.63 20.8 30.4 31+, 5 22.6 
F2 4,05 22.l 31.7 36,6 23.6 
Means 4.34 24.8 
I ' 
31.0 35,5 23.1 
Irrigation 
Water Applied 
Inches o.o 9.0 115.0 21.0 
' 
Table 14, Analysis of variance of forage sorghum yields, ,moistu!'e 
content uncorrected. 
Source df Variance F 
Main plots 
Replications 2 
Water treatments 3 1,139.90 140.9Q 
Main plot er:ror 6 8.09 
Sub-plots 
Fertility treatments 1 6.60 2.01 
Water x Fert. interaction 3 1.95 <LO 






Table 15. Forage sorghum yields in tons per acre, corrected to 72% 
moisture content. 
F~rtility 
Water Treatments Treatment 
Tl T2 T3 T4 Means 
' .. 
Fl 4.65 21.6 27.1 JJ.6 ... 21.8 
F2 4.09 22.8 29.5 38.0 23.6 




Inches o.o 9.0 15.0 21.0 
Table 16. Analysis of variance of forage sorghum yields, corrected 
to 7Z!o moisture content. 




Water treatmeJ1ts 3 3,242.45 h 15s .• 47 .001 
Main plot erreir 6 6.82 
Sub-plots ., 
Fertility treatments,, 1 20.54 15.80 .-01 
Wat~r x Fert. interaction 3 9.28 7.22 .05 
Sub-plot error 8 1.30 
.• 
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significance of the difference between the water and fertility treat-
ments and their interaction is presented in Table 14. The differences 
in the mean yield for water treatments were highly significant to the 
.001 probability level. The fertility treatments and the interaction 
were not significant. 
For the corrected yields, the statistical analysis is presented 
in Table 16. The differences in the mean yield for water treatments 
were also highly significant to the .001 probability level. The means 
of the fertility treatments were significantly different to the .01 
probability level, indicating that the effect of 50 pounds per acre 
of nitrogen over 25 pounds increased the yield 2.8 tons per acre from 
21.8 tons to 24.6 tons. The interaction, which is significant to the 
.05 probability level, is a result of F1 being higher than F2 for T1 
which has no practical significance. The confidence limits, which are 
presented in Table 8 for the .05 probability level, indicate that T4 
is the optimum water treatment. Table 9 gives the standard error for 
means, standard error for difference between means, and coefficient -0f 
variation for water treatments. 
The moisture use - yield curves, which include a transpiration -
yield and a consumptive use - yield curve, are illustrated in Figure 10. 
The soil moisture level of T4 was maintained at approximateiy 40% of 
available moisture above wilting point. The slope of the curves indi-
cate that maximum yields were not obtained with this water treatment. 
The consumptive use curve for yields corrected to 72% moisture content 
presents practically a straight line relationship with forage yields. 
The average daily transpiration curves for the forage sorghum 
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rate of transpiration for each treatment throughout the growing season. 
The T4 reached a maximum rate early in August and maintained a high rate 
of usage throughout the reaminder of the growing season. T3 obtained 
its maximum rate during the latter part of July and early August, the 
period in which the only effective summer rainfall occured. 
The peak daily transpiration rate between applications was cal-
culated to be .381 inches for optimum yields which occured July 29 -
August 5. The average daily rate for the irrigation season was .330 
inches. The peak monthly rate, calculated for August, was 11.61 inches. 
Total seasonal transpiration was 21.74 inches; the consumptive use, 
23.68 inches. Twenty-one inches of irrigation water were applied to 
this treatment in applications of 3 inches each. Irrigation appli-
cation, transpiration, and consumptive use data are given in detain in 
Table 21 of the appendix. 
The appearance of the T4 plots near maturity is illustrated in 
Figure 12. The 3 foot soil sampling tube in front of the plots illus-
trate the height of the sorghum which is approximately 10 feet. Both 
T4 and T3 reached maturity and were similar in appearance. T1 plots 
near the maturity date, illustrated in Figure 13, were a marked contrast 
with their yellowish color, severe wilting, and 2 to 3 feet height. The 
moisture stress in T2 prevented it from heading fully at the time of 
harvest. 
The seasonal consumptive use for forage sorghum compares favorably 
with that for grain sorghum. The average daily and peak monthly trans-
piration are considerably higher, however, because of the shorter growing 
season for forage sorghum. "IITo consumptive use data were located from 





















































Figure 12, Forage sorghum T4 plots near maturity. (Three foot 
sampling tube illustrates height), 
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Figure 13. Forage sorghum Ti plots near maturity date, bordered on 
the left by T3 and on the right by T2 plots . 
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Soil Moisture Extraction Patterns 
The pe~cent of total soil moisture deplet.J.Q-R.,,by,,,e-aeti,·c,rop, .. a,t,,,,t'bme·· · 
foot intervals of the root zone depth is presented in· Table, .. ·17. The~-· 
results for .the optimum water treatments are presented .. as,. f'o-l.lo:w-s-~ · 
Corn extracted 45.5 percent of its moisture from .. the first-foet.of 
soil depth, .,34.2 percent fromi.the second foot, and.20/}-pereent. from"· 
the third foot. Grain sorghum extracted 59.0 percent. o.Lit.s.,moisture-
from the first foot of soil, 32 .O percent .. fr.om.,,the second,, f@ot,-,,-,aacl 
9 .0 percent -.from the third foot. ,Forage. sorghum ... ext.racted .56 ..• 9. per.,.. 
cent of its moisture from the first foot of soil, 30.6pe-reent.-from 
the second foot, l!'l:.!'ld 12. 5 percent from the third foot .• 
In a recent report on the analysis of soil moisture, extra€t.ion·. · 
data, covering many of the irrigated arease"of the western states, 
Shockley stated the following: 
From an evaluation 'of all. the available moisture,-ex.tra-etiea· da-t,a, 
the conclusi.on was reached that praHically all. irrigat.ed.-crops -hafii .. a.-
common moisture-extraction pattern even though. the. so.iL varie-d. widely· 
in texture and depth. The pattern which develo.ped.,indica.t.e'ii,.t.hat-, of.. 
the total moisture extracted from the soil. by the,. creps,, .. ab0ut.,4Q,,,pe·r~-
cent came fr.om the upper quarterif@f the·· root zone)--30.percent-f-FGm-,,the'°· 
second quarter, 20 percent from the third quarter, and 10 percent from 
the bottom quarter (F,ig. 1). Individual crop values in general were 
within 1 10 pe·rcent-.,of 'the1Se·1, figures, l 
Using Fig. 1, 11Basic moisture extraction pattern", referred- to by Shock--: .. 
ley, 51 perc_ent of the total moisture· extracted from the soil, by .. the,, 
crop came fr.om the upper third of the root zone,. 34 .. pe-rceat.,,frem,,.tb.e,. 
middle third, and 15 percent from the bot tom third. The results of. · 
this experiment compare favorablf to those presented by Shockley. 
lnale R. Shockley, 11 Capacity of Soil to Hold Moisture: 11 Agri-
cultural Engineering, Volume pCTVI (February, 1955), p.110. 
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Table 17. Relation of soil moisture usage to depth ,,for,.,.,e,a.ch er.op at 
one foot intervals of the root zone depth, 
Soil Depth in feet 
Crop Treatment 0=1 1 1-2' ~-31 
% % % 
Corn T4 45.5 34.2 20o3 
T3 52.6 35~3 12,,l 
T2 36.8 39.7 23.5 
·rain G Sorghum T4 54.9 37 .5 7 •. 6 
T3 59.0 32.0 9.0 
T2 43.0 39.3 17.7 
Forage Sorghum T4 56.9 30.6 12.5 
T3 55.0 31.7 . ., 13.3 
T2 64.2 28.9 6.9 
I 
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Considerable variation in the. extraction }i)atterlfl:,e·!lf!iste<}·oe·tiwe·en 
the different treatments for the same crop, One cause, .of. this ·var-
iation was the different depths of penetration.which,,resul.t,-ed,.if:r0m 
different soil moisture contents between treatments .when water was 
applied, 
These data indicate that one-half or more ofs,1 the moisture is e:K-· 
tracted from the top foot of soiL This top foot,,. therefore., becomes 
critical in .scheduling irrigations. Readily available moisture should 
be maintained in this soil profile for optimum yields. ·. In adiliti.Gfl 
to the high ,percentage of moisture obtained from the top foot, a very 
high percentage of the soil fertility for crop production is also 
obtained from this same root zone. 
Soil Moisture Evaporation 
A comparison of daily transpiration, and co·iuiwnptive. ~&e. f0llow.ing 
irrigation is presented for T4 in Table 18. The differenc:.e,,.in,the 
average dai1,y conswnptive use between the second. and., fourth days-,afte·F 
irrigation and the average daily transpiration between,irrigationsj.g· 
an estimate .,of the soil moisture evaporation. The estimate. of ,daily. 
soil moisture evaporation following irrigation. for corn w.as .249, inches,; 
grain sorghum, .103 inches; and forage sorghum, .082 inches,,. Da:••ily 
evaporation from standard pans are, listed for Lake Overhoher ifr-.'.f'ab±.e 
26 in the appendix. The mean monthly evaporation from. standa;rd pans 
varied from ,,20 inches per day in May to ,39 inches pe,r day in,.Ju.ly,. 
'rhe variation in forage density very likely caused .mueh, ... 9f .. t;.he·· 
variation in,. evaporatieH<1 between the corn, forage sorghum-; and grain. 
sorghwn, The forage density for'·'F4 is illustrated for corn in. Figure 
4, grain sorghwn in Figure 7, and forage sorghum in Figure 12. 
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Table 18. Comparison of daily tra.nspiration..and. .. co.nsumiptive-,'l:lse· 
following irrigatitH!•". (CO!lsumptiv:e .... use minus tPanspiration 
is estimate of soil moisture evaporation following irri-
gation for T4 ). 
Consumpti:v:e- Use· 
Application Average Transpiration Between 2-4 Days·· 
Crop Dat.e Between Applications After Application 
.. Inches/Day I-nche-s/Day 
Corn 'C July 1 .260 .508 
July 12 ,, .345 . ,. -.498.. 
July 20 ,. .344 ."647 
July. 29 .247 .530 
Means ,. .299 .. 546 
Grain July 8 ,, .230 .258 
Sorghum 
July 16 .208 .3?0 
July 30 .386 .514 
Aug. 7 .350 .488, 
Aug. 18 .306 .434 
Aug. 27 .230 .388 
Means .285 .388,. 
Forage July 10 .173 .:336, 
Sorghum 
July 17 .258 .386 
July 29 ,,. .379 ..•. 403 
Aug. 5 .364 .403 .. 
Aug. 14 • 381 . .• 420 
Aug. 24 ,. .380 .• 420 ,. 
Aug. 31 .364 .503 
Means .328 .410 
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Climatological Data 
Climatic factors have consicterable effect en, the,,een:sl:Hll:pti¥e"t:1:-se 
of wate:t' by ,crops, The 195it growing season in Oklah0nua,,waa·"-1:;u1usua11:y 
hot and dry.- Considering the variation in consumptiv:e.,,use, lsletw~a· 
years due to variation in climatic factors, the consu.mptive,-use, £or 
the 1954 gro'Ning season would be near the. maximum. Climatel0gical:, 
data for the 1954 growing se·ason are presented in the following -tables 
in the appendix: 
Table 23. Precipitatio.r1t· data for Ft. Reno, Oklahoma 1954, 
Table 24, Monthly climatological precipitation data for Ft, 
Reno, Oklahema. 
Table 25-~- Average monthly··relative humidity at 12:30 P.M., 
May-September, 1954, Oklahoma City Airport, 
''Oklahoma. 
Table 26. Daily evaporation and wind velocity for Lake Over-
holser, Okl::ahoma, May-.September, 195~,, 
Table 27. Maximum and minimum daily temperatures for El Reno, 
Oklahoma, May-September, 1954. 
Table 28. Total daily solar radiation in gram-calories per 
square centimeter, May-September, 1954, Stillwater, 
Oklahoma. 
VIo SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A summary of transpiration and consumptive use data for optimuln 
yields of corn, grain sorghum, and forage sorghum 9 as determimed by the 
soil moisture sampling method on replicated field plots of Canadian 
fine sandy loam soil 9 Fort Reno 9 Oklahoma9 19549 and subsidiary data 
on the effect of nitrogen fertilizer, soil moisture extraction patterns 9 
and estimates of soil moisture evap.oration for the three crops 9 are 
presented as followsg 
1. The peak daily transpiration rate for corn 9 which occured July 12= 
20 9 was .345 inches. The average daily rate for the irrigation 
season was .280 inches. The peak monthly rate 9 which occured in 
July, was 9.22 inches. The seasonal transpiration was 22.29 inches. 
The seasonal consumptive use was 26. 70 inches~ which compares with 
23.0 inches calculated empirically by Garton and Criddle for Fort 
Reno. The net irrigation requirement was 16 inches 9 which compares 
with 9.2 inches calculated empirically. 
2. Consumptive uses which created a moisture stress in corn from one 
day to a week greatly reduced the yield. For optimum yields, the 
soil moisture level should be maintained well above the wilting 
point throughout the growing season. 
3. The application of 90 pounds per acre of nitrogen did not signifi-
cantly increase the yield of corn over the application of 50 pounds 
per acre. 
4o The peak daily transpiration for grain sorghum» which occured dur~ 
ing the heading stage~ August 20 = September 1 9 was .290 inches. 
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The average daily rate for the irrigation season was_,0226 incheso 
The peak monthly rate$ which occured during August was 8.60 inches. 
The seasonal transpiration was 18.25 inches. The seasonal consump= 
tive use was 21.91 inches, which compares with 2.3.0 inches calcu-
lated empirically by Garton and Criddle for Fort Renoo The net 
irrigation requirement was 15.0 inches, which compares with 9.2 
inches calculated empirically. 
5. Short moisture stresses in the grain sorghum did not significantly 
decrease the yields. 
6. The application of 50 pounds per acre of nitrogen on grain sorghum 
did not significantly increase the yield over the application of 
25 pounds per acre. 
7o The peak daily transpiration rate for forage sorghum, which occured 
July 29 - August 5, was • .381 inches. The average daily rate for 
the irrigation season was • .3.30 inches. The peak monthly rate 9 whi.ch 
occured in August$ was 11.61 incheso The total seasonal transpi-
ration was 21.74 inches; consumptive use, 23.68 in~hes. The net 
irrigation requirement was 21 inches. 
8. Moisture stresses in the forage sorghum plants from one day to a 
week significantly decreased the yield. For optimum yieldsj the 
soil moisture level should be maintained well above the wilting 
point throughout the growing season. 
9. Fifty pounds of nitrogen per acre significantly increased the yield 
of forage sorghum 208 tons per acre, from 21.8 to 24.6 tons, over 
25 pounds per acre. 
10. The percent of total soil moisture extracted from each foot of 
root zone depth for each crop is presented as follows: 
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Corn extracted 45.5 percent from first foot, 34o2 percent from 
second foot, and 20.3 percent from third foot. Grain sorghum ex-
tracted 59.0 percent from first foot 1 32.0 percent from second foot 9 
and 9.0 percent from third foot. Forage sorghum extracted 56.9 
percent from first foot, 30.6 percent from second foot 9 and 12.5 
percent from third foot. 
llo The estimate of daily soil moisture evaporation following appli= 
cation from corn was .247 inches; from grain sorghum9 .103 inches~ 
and forage sorghum9 .082 inches. 
12. Continuation of this research project is recommended to evaluate 
transpiration and consumptive use with variations in climatic con= 
ditions and to more closely define the consumptive use for optimum 
yield of corn and forage sorghwn. The following changes in pro= 
cedure are recommended for continued study: 
a. Use calibrated nylon or similar blocks for soil moisture 
sampling. 
b. Obtain soil moisture samples on all replicates at repre= 
sentative sites. 
c. Change the statistical design from randomized block to 
completely randomized if same plot area is used. 
d. Use a higher soil moisture treatment to obtain maximum 
yield for corn and forage sorghum. 
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Table 19, Irrigation applicationsj tran~piration, and consumptive use 
of water by corn. 
Trea:tment .. .,, T4 
Number Daily Transpiration . . Length Cons ump-
of Between Irrigations., Usage Trans- tive 
Date Irri- (Average for .... pe.:rio.d) Period piration Use 
gation Inches ,;' -.. Days Inches Inches 
•. 0=1 1 1-2' · 2-3 1 07J11 
May 15 .108 33 3 .57-i:- 8, 0 i.3-l!-)} 
June 17 .238 14. 3,34. 
July 1 l .138 .133 - .260 11 2.86. ·. Ji.,,.o .. 
July 12 .:a .• 145 . ,108 .105 .260 8 2.76 4 .. ;(J, 
July 20 . ·3 .151 .104 .089 .345 9 3.10 4.0 
July 29 4 .141 .097 .061 .247 27 6.66 5.75 
{h, 22·{t7H} 
Totals 22'.o29 .... 26,70 
Treatme~t - T3 
.. 
May 15 .108 33 3, 57-:t 8,6J·)H} 
June 17 ,238 14 J.34 
July 1 1 .138 .122 - .260 13 3.38 ti-.0 
July 14 2 .153 .118 .061 .3;22 12 3,97 4.0 
July 26 3 .112 .030 .031 .173 30 5.20 5,75 
l ... 00~~}-)t-
Totals 19.46 23,38 
Treatment - T2 
May 15 .108 33 3.57 8,6J~H!-
June 17 .238 14 .. 3,34 .. 
July 1 1 .084 .058 .052 ,194 19 3,69 4,0 
July 20 2 .057 .064 .038 .159 36 5,72 5,75 
1 o· 12-~-;~~n-
Totals 16.32 19.50 
-;.. Transpiration between May 15 and July 1 assumed to .80% of rainfall 
April 1 -,,.1 June 30. Transpiration May 15 to June 17 = 80( 8. 63) -
3,34 = 3,f;?·i~ches, 
-lHl- Total raii:nf·aihl. April 1 to June 30. 
-:}-H Differential soil moisture between beginning of irrigation season 
and harvest ( JµJy 1 - August 25) , 
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Table 20. Irrigation applications, transpiration, and consumptive use 
of water by grain sorghum. 
Number Daily Transpiration Length . Cons ump-
of Between Irrigations'· Usage Trans- tive 
Date Irri- (Average for period)· ·"Period piration Use 
gation Inches Days Inches Inches 
/ 0-1 1 1-2 1 2-3' ~0-,}·' ..• i 
: ·, 
June 16 .044 .040 - .084 22 1.8~--
July 8 .,1 .109 .121 - .230 8 1.74,. 3..0, 
July 16 .,.2,,, .100 • 108 - .208 14 .. 2.92 3 ... 0 
July 30 3 .256 .130 - .386. --8 2.70 3.84· 
Aug. 7 ''~.4:; .182 .124 .044 .350 11 3.84 ··3,.9:L· · 
Aug. 18 5 .190 .082 .034 .306 9 2.61 J.e-
Aug. 27 6 .105 .069 .059 .2~0 23 5.29 3.0 
··! -0-.8,f, 4,59** 
Totals•·· .. 2-1-.SO -24.:3-2 
June 16 •. 044 .•. 040 - .084 .. 22 ·1A35· 
July 8 l .GS? .076 -- ... 163. 16, 2A,e, 3.0· 
July 24 ~, ... .204 .045 ..., • 249. · 14., 3.50. .. ~.84 . 
Aug. 7 :3· .159 ··~087 ..• 03-0. ,.282. 13 3.66:, 3.-9:1' 
Aug. 20 4 .158 .087 .043 .290 12 3.48 '3··.0· 
Sept. 1 5 .082 .063 .032 .181 18 3.26 :Lo 
1.91-l} j.-.lp 
Totals 2€;):.2.6 ·21-.-91 
Treatment -,T2 
>,. 
June 16 ~ 7r .048 .044 ~. .092 30 .. 2. 7,6.. 
July 16 -·l · .091 .078 . 029 .1S8 22 .... 4.14 3 .• 8'4"· .. 
Aug. 7 2 .058 .081 .043 .182 20 3.64 3.-91 
Aug. 27 3 .082 .052 .043 .177 23 4.06 3.0 
0.44-i~ s-.-6-5** 
Totals 15.04 16.40 
* Transpira'biof'l',.•. from maturity to harvest. 
*'~ Differential soil moisture between beginning of irrigation season 
and harvest. l 
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Table 21. Irrigation applications, transpiration, and consumptive use 
of water by forage sorghum. 
Treatment ... T4 
Number Daily Transpiration. Length. ~·\·''·•· Cons ump-
of Between Irrigations· Usage Trans- tive 
Date Irri- (Average for pe r:iod)' Period piration Use 
gation Inches Da;vs Inches Inches 
0-1 1 1-2 1 2-3 1 0-3 1 ,, r 1 
June 16 .Oh.4 24. 1.0.6 .. 
July 10 .l .076 .097 - 0173 7 1.21 3.0 
July 17 2, .123 .098 ,037 .258 12 3 0 lC), 3,0 
July 29 3 .302 ,077 - .379 7 2.65 .. J.84 
Aug, 5 4:,. .• 245 .101 ,018 ,364 9 3,25 3.9l 
Aug. 14 5· ,206 .107 .078 .381 10 3.8l J,O, 
Aug, 24 6 .188 .124 ,068 .380 7 2,66. J.O 
Aug, 31 7 .175 ,101 ,087 ,364 11 4.00 3.0 
0:,9,3~· 
Totals ; 21.74 23~68 
. 
Treatment - T3 
June 16 .044 24 1.06 
July 10 1, .121 .060 ~ .181 13 2.36 3.Q 
·"-
July 23 2, .188 ,089 ,066 .343 12. 4~11 3.84 
Aug.- 5 3 .202 .122 - .324 11. 3 .~th J.91 
Aug, 16 4 .112 .089 .036 ,237 14 3,52 3,0 
Aug, 30 5 0101 .057 ,070 ,228 13 2.96 3,0 
2.54* 
Totals 17.37 19,29 
Treatment - T2 
; 
June 16 .d9b 31 2~78 
July 17 l .082 .030 .035 ,168 19 3.19 3.84, 
Aug. 5 2 ,136 .079 - .216 19 4.10 3.91 
Aug, 24 3 .106 ,037 - .143 18 2,57 3"0 
5.30 
Totals 12.64 16 .• 05 .. 
-,'< Differential soil moisture between beginning of irrigation season 
and harvest (June 16 - Sept, 11), 








Estimated from sampling 18 - 19 
Apparent Specific Gravity** 
Soil Depth Corn Grain Sorghum Forage Sorghum Feet 
0=1 1.46 1.48 1.41 
1=2 1.37 1.34 1.40 
2-3 L41 1.36 L35 
Real Specific Gravity 
* Field capacity was calculated by use of ceramic plates for 1/3 
atmosphere tension. Wilting point was calculated by use of 
pressure membrane apparatus for 15 atmospheres tension. 
Calculations were made by Walter Knisel, Graduate Fellow, 
Oklahoma A & M College. 
** Apparent specific gravity values are average values for three 
undisturbed core samples ta.ken by the Pomona soil sampler. 




April* 12 .40 
1.3 .59 
15 .lJ 
28 • .39 
JO .87 
Total 2 • .38 
















June* 15 .75 
July None 




Total (August) 2.06 
September None 
* Data for April, May, and June were taken from Climatological data 
reported for El Reno, Oklahoma. 
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M onth 1954 Rainfall Normal Rainfall Normal 
lnche.s Inches Inches 
April 2o38 3.21 -0,83 
May 5.50 4.54 t0,96 
June 0,75 3.82 -3,07 
July Non~ 2,4'.3 -2.43 
August 2.06 2.81 -0.75 
September None 3.05 -3.05 
,, 
Totals · 10 .69 19,86 -9,17 
'l'able 250 Average monthly relative humidity at 12:30 P. M., May-
.September, 1954, Oklahoma City Airport, Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma. 








Table 26. Daily evaporation and wind velocity for Lake Overholser, 
Oklahoma, May - September, 1954. · 
Day of May June July August September 
Month Evap. Wind Evap. Wind Evap. Wind Evap. Wind Evap. Wind 
I 
' 
1 .12 84 .20 97 .19 - .23 62 .26 24 
2 .23 144 .28 66 .32 43 .38 99 .32 36 
3 .09 214 .41 121 .44 63 .24 48 .39 47 
4 .30 68 .25 67 .39 - .29 7B .46 70 
5 .23 43 .28 53 .32 102 .67 .119 .42 69 
6 .16 53 .41 124 .34 19 ,.47 93 .34 51 
7 .21 105 - 129 .41 43 .36 60 .33 59 
8 .13 35 .29 40 .,41 31 ,15 66 ,27 22 
9 .19 56 .30 77 .32 29 .09 36 .30 I 34 
10 .05 64 ,44 112 .37 35 .26 17 .21 . 30 
11 .07 42 .37 74 .51 74 .22 39 .26 22 
12 .36 53 .34 70 .49 61 .74 1.27 ,29 :l.8 
13 - 3Q .35 69 ,41 21 ,37 62 .31 41 
14 .18 20 ,33 59 ,46 40 .44 67 .42 71. 
15 .20 24 .38 82 .54 81 .45 106 .25 14 
16 .23 $3 .07 30 .07 50 .33, 95 .36 30 
17 .10 34 . .34 74 .41 37 .49 103 .}-7 3g 
18 .08 36· .36 84 ,51 66 0 35. 88 .25 3-4 
.19 - 21 .32 52 ,51 81 ise 125 ,36 100 . ' 
20 .-24 ,,,, . 40 .l+l 51 .48 78 .37 95 '' .48 145 
21 .J.4 39 .36 54 .37 81 ,35 61 .57 141 
22 .24 83 ,34 62 .54 85 .31 ' 59 .22 41 
23 .28 89 .31 23 ,47 74 .35 67 ,35 ,23 
24 .24 62 .31 .17 ,43 45 .28 51 ,30 52 
25 .11 11 ,42 62 . ,31 24 .27 54 .28 41~ 
26 .21 '.30 .39 56 .36 41 .45 62 .23 28 
27 .25 57 .37 54 .37 47 ,42 81 .15 10 
28 .25 64 .37 50 .32 33 .46 30 .35 68 
29 .28 56 .40 83 .28 23 .37 38 .31 116 
3D .22 51 ,30 - ,35 40 .22 22 .22 89 
31 .28 110 .32 57 01.5 48 
Totals 6.oii .. 10.03 12 ,-Q2 11.ie 9.63 
Means .20 61 .34 69 .39 50 .36 74 .• 32 52 
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Table 27. Maximum and minimum daily temperatures for El Renoj Oklahom.aj 
May - September, 1954. 
Day of May June July August September 
Month Max :Min Max Min Max Min Max Min :Max Min 
1 64 47 82 51 97 71 97 . 72 99 67 
2 63 · 39 79 61 . 99 72 98 65 101 70 
3 54 31 76 50 99 72 102 71 103 72 
4 64 34 79 45 100 72 101 75 97 70 
5 73 46 86 ... 60 .100 69 102 79 95 66 
6 80 52 89 68 102 .... 73 .. 105 78 99 71 
7 70 -4<:f 87 66 103 ?J 102 93 96 . 74 
8 70 48 90 65 10) 76 76 69 97 66 · 
9 66 52 90 65 104 72 95 59 91 74 
10 55 46 90 71 102 75 99 64 85 58 
11 54 50 93 70 106 . 72 102 74 90 51 
12 69 50 94 73 108 74 101 77 91 59 
13 74 L-..7 ... 92 67 .10$ 77 102 69 97 5-8 
14 76 ... 51 93 71 109 . '77 102 78 9!/ 6-9· 
15 79 55 87 61 99 78 103 79 98 66 
16 84. · 62 90 65 104 . 71 1()2 78 97 67 
17 71 60 93 73 106 73 101 ... 76 94 t)9· 
18 77 55 94 ···- ... 72 106 76 100 76 96 68 
19 74 52 74 71 105 78 99 78 100·. 75 
20 71 .... 55 93 73 104 74 101 73 100 77 
21 ... 81 .. 53 94 71 102 78 96 73 90- ... 59· 
22 83 62 99 71 104 79 97 75 85 48 
23 80 64 99 69 101 76 91; 71 88 54 
24 75 66 98 71 104 74 95 69 91 . 53 
25 77 61 97 72 109 72 98 71 94 58 
26 80 59 96 71 98 80 99 76 90 66 
27 84. 60 94 72 .... 99 74 . 101 76 96 69 
28 81 65 95 69 99 73 102 75 95 68 
29 81 53 96 67 101 72 103 71 95 65 
30 86 69 I 96 69 95 68 105 69 74 63 
31 83 6i . ~- 93 74 9,5 69 
Means 73.5 53.2 91.2 66,6 102.2 74.0 99.1 72.8 9Lhl 65.0 
' I~ 
Table 28 o Total daily solar radiation* in gram-calories per square . 
centimeter, May· - September, 1945, Stillwater, O~lahomao ·· 
Day of ... Month '· 
Month May June I July August September 
l 165.3 72300 688.8 !:i?Oo9 57600 
2 500.7 521.4 683.1 660-.9 573.0 
3 78705 769,8 629,8 85t3.2 558,4 
4 722.7 712.0 727.2 .--, 642.3 561+ 7 
5 739.3 687,9 724.5 641+ .6 546.7 
6 5B2.9 410 .. 7 688.8 469,5 55J+. 7 
7 669.9 587,l 551.4 577.8 25fs. l 
8 2?3.7 681.3 687,9 272,7 524.4 
9 220.0 724.2 578,7 539,9 409.8 
10 188.5 729.6 711.6 630,9 578,7 
11 152.1 M2.8 709.2 p~9;5 543.3 
12 555.3 337./+ 694.2 65$.5 550.8 
13 666.9 ·' 670.2 677.7 613~8 52i.5 
14 682.2 576.6 665.4 529.2 212.7 
15 6L,8. 3 524 .Li 406.8 522;0 474.~6 
16 35806 709,5 707.1 57s;1 49?~1 
17 10602 721.5 701.1 57b.o 499 .• 2 
18 701.6 690.0 671.4 606.6 50509 
19 44208 66705 671.7 3~~9 460ol 
20 383 .• 7 . 701.7 676.8 603~0 456.~ 
21 621.6 715.5 44?.9 490.8 543.9 
22 621.6 58608 631.2 563.7 52.508 
23 516.3 683.1 697 o5 403.4 514.2 
24 607ol 720:9 614 .4 5Q~.3 49209 
25 - 721.4 61704 573.4 300.6 
26 54402 654.0 406.8 49004 311.7 
27 .... 717 .•. 0. 707"'1 .,693,9 580.5 212. 7 
28 591.9 721.8 52305 529.6 44g.2 
29 73605 66lql 692.7 539.1 3Q•l·o 7 
30 742.4 430.5 64309 492.6 16309 
31 64fr.4 480.5 5:1.4~0 
Totals 15 ,802 .. 2 19,432.7 19,664.9 17,2-96.;l .. l3,68h6 
Means 526~7 647,8 63404 ... 55709 456,1 
it- Solar radiation values were determined with an Eppley ,Type Phyrt-ielio-
meter, horizontal surface element, which measures total sky radtation 
( direct sky radiation plus diffuse sky radiation)o. · · ' . 
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